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PORCELAIN CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS INSTRUCTION SHEET

Requirements:
• Sheet of clean copy paper for each ornament
• JOHNSON PLASTICS PLUS White Silicon Pad recommended but green heat pad will also work.
• Transfers aligned to match up when placed on top of each other (face to face). Image should 

have a circle or other appropriate shape to indicate how to position ornament. Circle should be 
approximately 1/4” larger than ornament.

• Heat press set at 400 F., medium to heavy pressure. See chart for time.
• Special coated ornaments for sublimation
• Heat glove or old leather glove
• Tub of water (optional) 

Objective:
To imprint, with equal quality, an image on both sides of a ceramic (actually, they are porcelain) 
Christmas ornament.

Note 1: 
These ornaments come in a variety of shapes including hearts, stars, circles, circles with lattice 
around them, etc. Because of the way these products are made, there is a great deal of irregularity 
from one product to the next and no reasonable way to compensate for those variations. Therefore, 
it is recommended that designs be created that do not call for full-bleed or edge to edge printing 
since there is no way to insure the printing of edges or even consistently getting near the edges of 
some shapes. Keep your graphic away from the edges and you should always be happy with the 
results. Following the instructions below should allow you to print both sides of an ornament at the 
same time with equal quality on both sides. If you desire to print one side at a time, you may reduce 
the press time to approximately one minute.

Note 2: 
Some ornaments tend to “bow”, especially the circle with lattice around the outside edge. This 
does not make the product defective but does increase the challenge to get a good imprint on 
both sides. When this occurs, place the ornament so the bow down is facing down into the soft pad 
on the base of the heat press. This will greatly reduce any chance of breaking the ornament when 
the press is closed.
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Instructions for creating graphic in CorelDraw:
• Open new page in CorelDraw.
• Create a square measuring 4”
• Now create a circle (or other appropriate shape) 1/4” larger then the size of the ornament you 

are making and center it inside the square.
• Inside the circle, generate whatever graphic you desire to have on the ornament 

remembering the outline is larger than the actual product. This oversize makes it easy to 
position the product when pressing, allows for some margin of error and insures a full bleed 
of dye over the entire face of the product.

• Once you have created the 
graphic for side one, duplicate 
the entire box and position 
the new box to the right of the 
original box (as shown above) 
and even with the top edge so 
the two boxes are side by side.

• If you desire the same graphic on 
both sides of the ornament, you 
are ready to send the job to the 
printer. If not, remove the graphic 
from the copy on the right leaving 
the circle (or other appropriate 
shape) and generate the new graphic inside the circle.

• It is not necessary to actually print the red arrows as shown above. These are for illustration 
only. When done, send the job to the printer just as you would any other sublimated project. 
If using SubliJet inks and PowerDriver, it is recommended you use the “Ceramic” setting and 
“High Speed” under the “Advanced” Tab.

• After printing, cut along the outer (square) lines taking extra care with those indicated with the 
red arrow. These edges will be used for alignment later. 

Instructions for pressing:
• Lay one sheet of clean copy paper on the stage of the heat press.
• Now lay one transfer face up
• Position ornament inside the outline and on top of the graphic.
• Being careful to align the top and right sides (the two lines indicated with the red arrows) of 

the transfer paper to insure correct positioning, place the second transfer face down over the 
top of the ornament.

• Place a second sheet of plain copy paper over the entire package (this step is recommended 
but is optional).

• Cover entire area with white silicone pad or green rubber heat pad.
• Press for the appropriate time with medium to heavy pressure.
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Time Chart:
Note: These times are approximate and will vary from heat press to heat press.
 Using a White Silicon Pad: 3 Minutes at 400 F.
 Using a 1/16” thick green rubber heat pad: 3.5 Minutes at 400 F.
 Using a 1/8” thick green rubber heat pad: 4.5 Minutes at 400 F.

Notes & Troubleshooting:
Be aware these products are fairly fragile and there will be 
some breakage. This should be minimal however. Having more 
than one out of 25 break probably indicates too much pressure.

If several ornaments are being made at the same time, create a 
“bed” for each one. Do not place more than one ornament on 
the same sheet of paper.

It is not necessary to place these in water after pressing. They 
should be placed FLAT on a table to cool.

Any paper residue left on an ornament can be cleaned off with rubbing alcohol AFTER the 
product is completely cool. Severe cases can be cleaned with Goo-Gone and indicates too much 
pressure or the wrong paper being used.

Ornaments that have excessive bow in them are best placed so the strongest part of the 
ornament is facing up. These are the items most likely to break when pressed.

It is almost certain that when printing full-bleed on these ornaments that the edges will not 
print completely therefore it is recommended that designs be created that do not come within 
approximately 1/4” of the outer edge of the ornament. There is very little that can be done about 
this limitation. If it becomes absolutely necessary that ornaments be edge to edge, one possible 
solution however is to paint the edges with Testor’s model paint or a paint designed for use on 
glassware (Sharpie pens are not permanent). To apply, dip a small foam paint brush into the paint 
(these are available form any hardware store and are very inexpensive). Holding the ornament
perpendicular with the brush, simply rotate the ornament so the brush lightly coats the edges 
of the ornament with paint. Set aside to dry. Once dry, any excess paint can be removed with 
mineral spirits or paint thinner. Remember, not all ornaments will be suitable for edge to edge 
printing. Examine your stock carefully and select only the flattest, most consistently shaped 
products when attempting to print edge to edge.
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